
J APANESE professional baseball has been
rocked by the fiasco triggered by a

planned merger between the Orix Blue
Wave and Osaka Kintetsu Buffaloes in the
Pacific League.  In addition, Seibu Lions
owner Tsutsumi Yoshiaki revealed on July 7
at a meeting of the owners of the 12 ball-
clubs that another merger plan is being
mulled among Pacific League teams.  “I
hope that there will be 10 teams and one
league beginning next season,” Tsutsumi
said.  His revelation prompted speculation
that a move toward the realignment of
Japanese professional baseball will accelerate
and heightened the possibility of a shift to
one league from the two-league system that
has been in place since 1950.

At the meeting, the owners effectively
approved the merger between Orix and
Kintetsu.  They decided that the merged
club can sign 25 players in the off-season
preferentially from the combined rosters of
the Blue Wave and Buffaloes.  The new
team will also be allowed to be based in both
Hyogo and Osaka prefectures for three

years, although baseball bylaws currently
limit a team’s hometown to within one pre-
fecture.  Orix is based in Kobe, Hyogo
Prefecture, while Kintetsu is based in Osaka.
The owners will give formal approval to the
merger in September after working out
pending issues related to the merger plan.

In late June, start-up IT services provider
Livedoor offered to purchase the Buffaloes.
But Kintetsu rejected the offer outright and
no discussion was held on the offer at the
owners meeting, stirring up criticism from
baseball fans.

In reaction to the move, the Japan
Professional Baseball Players Association
(JPBPA), a labor union, has adopted a set of
resolutions against the merger.  The associa-
tion proposes to set up a special committee
to discuss how to handle the contracts of
players affected by the merger.  It also calls
for putting off the merger by one year after
allowing Kintetsu to sell the naming rights
for the Buffaloes to a third payer in a bid to
help reduce the cumulative debts at the ball-
club.  The creation of another committee is

also being demanded by the association in
order to assess the advisability of the merger,
with a call to invite experts on related issues
from outside baseball circles. 

The management side argues that the
baseball business is in a grim situation and is
seeking understanding from the association
for the move toward approval of the merger.
Yakult Swallows catcher Furuta Atsuya, who
heads the JPBPA, says he sees no reasons for
reducing the number of teams and does not
rule out the possibility of exercising the right
to go on strike.

An increasing number of star players leave
Japan for the major leagues every year to ply
their trade in North America, while a small
number of rich clubs continue to wield their
clout to acquire amateur prospects and big-
name veterans from other teams.

Such a trend has created an inequality in
wealth between ballclubs and eroded the
popularity of Japanese baseball, adding to
the predicament of the financially troubled
teams which make up the majority in Japan.
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R EPATRIATED Japanese abductee
Soga Hitomi was reunited with her ail-

ing American husband, Charles Robert
Jenkins, and their two daughters in Jakarta,
Indonesia, on July 9 for the first time since
Soga returned to Japan from North Korea
21 months earlier.

Soga, who had arrived in Jakarta the day
before, greeted Jenkins and daughters Mika
and Belinda at the airport as they flew in
from Pyongyang aboard a Japanese govern-
ment-chartered plane and climbed down
the ramp.  Soga, 45, hugged and kissed 64-
year-old Jenkins, and the first words she
uttered were apologies in Japanese.  She
then hugged Mika, 21, and Belinda, 18, for
five minutes after offering apologies in
Korean.  Belinda was heard saying “Mom!”
in Korean.

The couple and their daughters stayed at
a hotel in Jakarta for 10 days to talk about
their future, which is clouded by the U.S.
threat to court-martial Jenkins, an accused
military deserter, once he is taken into cus-
tody.  The family, facing his deteriorating
health, came to Japan for his medical treat-
ment on July 18 after the U.S. government
indicated that it will not seek his handover
while he remains in hospital.  Jenkins, who

defected to North Korea in 1965, initially
refused to go to Japan for fear of extradi-
tion to the United States under a bilateral
treaty.  Indonesia has no such extradition
treaty with the United States.  The
Japanese government is negotiating with
Washington on how to deal with the
Jenkins issue in order to ensure that the
family will live permanently in Japan.

Soga, abducted to North Korea in 1978,
returned to Japan in October 2002 together
with four other Japanese, Hasuike Kaoru,
Hasuike Yukiko, Chimura Yasushi and
Chimura Fukie, leaving behind Jenkins,
whom she married in North Korea, and
their two daughters.  Their return was
arranged during Japanese Prime Minister
Koizumi Junichiro’s visit to Pyongyang for
a meeting with North Korean leader Kim
Jong Il in May.

Koizumi’s second visit led to the return
of five children of the Hasuikes and the
Chimuras, but Jenkins and his daughters
refused to come to Japan.

When Soga met U.S. Ambassador to
Japan Howard H. Baker in May 2003, she
presented a document asking the U.S. gov-
ernment not to indict Jenkins for desertion.
“I had a fateful encounter with my hus-

band,” she wrote in the document.  “Both
of us had experienced the vicissitudes of life
but they have become things of the past.”

U.S. State Department spokesman
Richard Boucher told a July 9 press confer-
ence that the U.S. government was glad
Jenkins and his daughters were reunited
with Soga because Washington regarded
the reunion as a humanitarian matter.  But
he emphasized that Jenkins would poten-
tially face “serious charges.”  His remark
indicated that there has been no change in
the U.S. position and that Washington
would seek his handover for a court-mar-
tial.

Since the Jakarta reunion took place two
days before the House of Councillors elec-
tion in Japan, the Tokyo government was
criticized for having tried to take advantage
of the occasion for election purposes.
Koizumi reportedly wishes to resume nego-
tiations at an early date with North Korea
on the normalization of diplomatic rela-
tions, but there is a strong body of public
opinion that the government should imme-
diately urge North Korea to investigate the
fate of other Japanese nationals who are
believed to have been abducted to North
Korea and are still unaccounted for.
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